Lempel-Ziv-Simon (LZS)
Double Your Disk
with One Click
Increase Disk Read
Speeds on SSD/HDD
Supports RAID Setups
No Driver Injection
Windows XP and
Newer Supported
Attains Very High
Compression
Customizable
Compression Ratios
File and Folder
Exclusions
Transparent Access
to Apps and Data
One-Click Installation
for 32 and 64 bit OS
Safe and Reversible
Compression
“While the precompression estimate
showed a potential space
savings of about 19GB, I
ended up saving about
43GB.
I am delighted with the
results…we have gone
from having 18% free
space, which is potentially
problematic, to over
37%, which is
comfortable.”
Jeffrey A. Mirus, Ph.D.
CatholicCulture.org

Disk Compression
Double Your Disk!
Designed for Tablets,
SSDs, and Servers.
Lempel-Ziv-Simon Disk Compression doubles your boot
disk capacity and quadruples your data disk capacity.
Access to compressed data is completely transparent – all
of your installed applications run normally, and all of your
files remain fully accessible as if they were not compressed
at all. Should you want to go back at any time, you can
easily undo all changes made by Lempel-Ziv-Simon Disk
Compression, and lose nothing – except the extra space!






FAST
SAFE
UNDOABLE
ONE-CLICK
Learn more about
Lempel-Ziv-Simon
Disk Compression.

Take a test drive today!
www.zipmagic.co

Guaranteed Compression
Lempel-Ziv-Simon Disk Compression is guaranteed to
reduce Windows 10’s footprint in half, from the original 10 GB down to only 5
GB. Compression benefits also extend to all apps and data stored on disk, with
similar expectations for compression of user files very reasonable.
User Adjustable Compression Ratio
The compression ratio is user adjustable (to prepare for storing highly
compressible data), with Windows projecting a disk capacity and free space
increase in proportion to the user selected ratio.

LZS80 — For Windows XP and Server 2003 and Newer Operating Systems
The LZS80 algorithm is designed to support all Windows versions. It runs without
requiring you to be physically present at the PC, and while Windows and your
your apps are still running; making it ideal for all virtual and private servers.
LZS85 — For Windows 10 and Server 2016
The LZS85 algorithm retains the online processing benefits of LZS80, while
offering substantially improved compression ratios.
LZS90 — For Windows 8.1 with Update 1 and Server 2012 R2 with Update 1
The LZS90 algorithm has been designed specifically to compress boot disks.
While it requires a one-time restart of your PC and needs you to be physically
present, it achieves a compression ratio of 2.3:1 on a clean Windows 10
installation: A 128 GB SSD acts like a much more spacious 295 GB model!
LZS100 — For 64-bit Windows 8 and Server 2012 and Newer
The LZS100 algorithm has been designed to compress data disks. Also capable of
running online like LZS8X, its 4.1:1 compression ratio on virtual machine data
disks makes for an astounding 525 GB of space on a meager 128 GB SSD!
One-Click Operation —LZS Disk Compression Wizard and InstallAware Wizard
Automatically select the right LZS algorithm. One-click install wizard for all OS’s.
ZIPmagic is the inventor of transparent, full disk compression for
Microsoft Windows, and the primary innovator in the data compression
industry. For more information, and a free unrestricted 30 day trial
download, please visit www.zipmagic.co.

